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* * * * * 

 
None of the Santa Monica Pictures perpetrators have contacted Tax Notes to complain about the Tax Court's implicit portrayal of 
them as liars and thieves and my editorializing about that portrayal.1 I rather think they could and would have put forth a spirited, if 
ineffective, defense of their actions. Others have offered defenses and explanations, at least, on their behalf. In his new book, 
Markets in Vice, Markets in Virtue, John Braithwaite explains that tax shelters -- a market in vice -- are both rational and 
inevitable.2 Robust markets inevitably produce goods as well as "bads," according to Braithwaite, and to the extent we have a 
robust market in tax advice we should expect a robust market in tax shelters.3 Braithwaite also uses the words "herding" and 
"contagion" to describe the etiology of tax shelters. First, an idea is hatched and offered to only a select few who thrive on risk-
taking. The idea inevitably gets around despite efforts to the contrary and taxpayers begin to herd as if feeding from a trough. The 
herd stimulates "contagion," and pretty soon everyone is infected with the tax shelter bug.4 A significant point in Braithwaite's 
theory is that tax shelters are always supply driven, at least until contagion occurs. Once contagion occurs, shelters become 
demand driven. Everybody starts jonesing for shelter, and tax advisers have to meet the demand or go out of business. Tax 
shelter perpetrators might adopt Braithwaite's thinking to argue that they really have no choice in the matter from the onset of 
herding. 

The Wall Street Journal offered a different sort of defense in a recent editorial.5 The editors responded to the indictment of 17 
KPMG partners by lamenting the use of criminal law to fight tax shelters. "Tax evasion is a serious matter, but so is a criminal 
indictment for conspiracy. KPMG's partners in this case believed they were selling shelters that were entirely legal, and the 
underlying legality of those shelters has never been formally challenged. Yet the government has come down on those 
accountants and tax lawyers as if they belonged to the mob."6 The Journal expressed indignation that Justice is going after those 
offering the shelters, rather than the taxpayers themselves,7 and also that the government's only support seems to be amorphous 
doctrines based on economic substance rather than explicit statutes prohibiting the tax shelters. Journal editors are famed for 
decrying the volume and complexity of the code, and here they appear to rail against a simple common law that would eliminate 
the need for endless antiavoidance provisions. I suppose even editorialists are good at spin these days. The Journal cites the 
actual indictment, but one would never know that the editors read all 69 pages. The indictment talks about more than shooting 
messengers; it alleges actual mens rea. The partners hid and lied in pursuit of their tax shelter activities, according to the 
indictment. The gravamen is not that the KPMG partners indulged a clever turn of phrase or even that they were disingenuous. It 
is this:  

 
25. During the period from at least in or about in or about 1996 through at least in or about 2005, the defendants JEFFREY 
STEIN, JOHN LANNING, RICHARD SMITH, JEFFREY EISCHEID, PHILIP WIESNER, JOHN LARSON, ROBERT PFAFF, 
DAVID AMIR MAKOV, LARRY DELAP, STEVEN GREMMINGER, RAYMOND J. RUBLE, also known as "R.J. Ruble," 
GREGG RITCHIE, RANDY BICKHAM, MARK WATSON, CAROL WARLEY, DAVID RIVKIN, CARL HASTING, RICHARD 
ROSENTHAL, AND DAVID GREENBERG, and others known and unknown to the Grand Jury (hereinafter their "co-
conspirators") participated in a scheme to defraud the IRS by devising, marketing, and implementing fraudulent tax 
shelters, by preparing and causing to be prepared, and filing and causing to be filed with the IRS false and fraudulent U.S. 
individual income tax returns containing the fraudulent tax shelter losses, and by fraudulently concealing from the IRS those 
shelters. 

. . .  

27. In order to conceal the true nature of the tax shelter from the IRS, to attempt to evade the wealthy clients' U.S. 
individual income taxes, and to shield the clients from IRS penalties for underpayment of income taxes, KPMG and/or law 
firm provided the clients with opinion letters containing false and fraudulent representations and statements claiming that 
the tax shelter losses were "more likely than not" to survive IRS challenge.8 



 
The indictment is not just about punishing clever tax advisers who believed what they were doing was perfectly legal. It is about 
lying and stealing. 

I still have some number of years before I complete the great American novel that is the tax code. It is becoming obvious, 
however, that tax shelters are increasingly unavailable to those who do not lie. The code has done a pretty good job of eliminating 
"honest" tax avoidance by its repeal of General Utilities, the enactment of at-risk and passive loss limitations, anti-mixing-bowl 
provisions, mandatory basis adjustments, and the like. So I agree with Mike Hammersly's October 2003 testimony before the 
Senate Finance Committee:  

 
The most abusive tax shelters require a distortion or concealment of facts. They require not only intellectual dishonesty, but 
also deception, secrecy, and even conspiracy. The reason for such fact distortion or concealment is simple -- the promoters 
know that these transactions could never survive the light of day in court. Such distortion and concealment of facts often 
occurs both in design and in implementation (e.g., pass-through entities to mask transaction or facts, side agreements to 
report different facts for different purposes, abuse of privilege by using attorneys as conduits to facilitate fact concealment, 
providing false representations about business purpose, step transaction facts, etc.). . . . A deliberate distortion of the tax 
law by a tax practitioner is surely unethical and unprofessional, but it rarely rises to the level of criminal behavior and such 
intent is not easily proven. In contrast, a deliberate distortion of fact by a tax practitioner or taxpayer can often constitute 
criminal conduct. 

 
There are few, if any, tax avoidance techniques left that do not require a deliberate distortion of fact. The Journal's bemoaning 
complaint regards a deliberate distortion of law, such as was demonstrated in Castle Harbour, in which the failure to make 
curative or remedial allocations caused tax avoidance but did not require an outright lie.9 The indignant, but hardly punitive, 
"damn-well reflex" is proper and, indeed, all that can fairly be imposed in those cases. The damn-well reflex, by the way, is 
embodied in the partnership antiabuse provisions,10 as well as other doctrines designed to expose a violation in the midst of literal 
compliance. My mother often articulated the sentiment when I was a teenager. For example, I might have literally complied with 
the letter of her command not to wander around the Sears store in the mall all day. She would have meant to forbid me from 
loitering in the mall because the temptation to shoplift was just too great for immature, thrill-seeking teenage boys with lots of time 
and wants, but very little money. My compliance would have consisted of hanging out in the mall all day anyway, but scrupulously 
avoiding Sears. I would hope she would not find out, but if she did I could honestly say, "You didn't say I couldn't go to the mall, 
you said don't go to Sears." Her response would have been something along these lines: "No, I did not tell you not to go to the 
mall, but you know damn-well what I meant!" I didn't get whacked upside the head or confined to my room for a week because I 
was in literal compliance even if I deliberately distorted the articulated command for my own profit. "I did what you said, and I did 
not lie." My lack of good faith would, of course, preclude me from some future privilege to which I could not otherwise claim literal 
entitlement. Such a deprivation might be analogized to a proverbial "slap on the wrist" akin to a 20, or even 40, percent penalty 
only rarely applied. The damn-well reflex would have been an unlikely potential, given the chances of detection, that I would have 
factored in before deciding to loiter all day at the mall. Something more, still, would be required if I went to Sears and then lied 
about it, or simply lied about going to the mall at all. In the former instance I would be in direct violation of the explicit rule. I would 
also be in direct violation of the understood command if I simply lied about going to the mall, regardless of whether I entered the 
Sears store. In either case, there is a distortion of fact that says enough about my mens rea that I should be subject to more than 
just the moral or civil indignation embodied in the damn-well reflex. 

Braithwaite's conception of tax shelters under economic theory and the Journal's uninformed objection to use of the criminal 
justice system to attack KPMG's economically rational tax shelter activity provokes thoughts of Richard Posner's classic 
discussion regarding the purpose of criminal law, particularly as it relates to tax practice.11 Posner asserts that the "major function 
of criminal law in a capitalist society is to prevent people from bypassing the system of voluntary, compensated exchange -- the 
market, explicit or implicit -- in situations where, because transaction costs are low, the market is a more efficient method of 
allocating resources than forced exchange."12 Coercive exchanges -- whereby one person's utility is increased at the cost of 
greater "disutility" to another -- can never be efficient. Posner specifically includes tax evasion as an inefficient "coercive 
exchange." The evaders are actually taking something from the rest of us without just compensation. At first, I thought that 
Posner's analysis led to the conclusion that criminal sanctions are unnecessarily applied to tax evasion. In essence, Posner 
concludes that criminal sanctions are necessary only when civil penalties must be set at such a level that those who violate a 
societal command cannot possibly pay the penalty in any event and are therefore indifferent to the imposition of the penalty.13 He 
is quite candid in saying that the criminal justice system should be reserved for the poor because the affluent can be controlled by 
civil penalties designed to make the proscribed behavior too expensive.14 But in an earlier assertion, Posner notes that civil 
penalties, to be effective, must be positively correlated with the extent to which the proscribed behavior can be concealed. As the 
opportunities for concealment increase, so too must the potential penalty if the penalty is to be rationally effective.15 It should be 
noted here that disclosure requirements do not decrease concealment opportunities; they simply impose an additional potential 
cost that will be factored into the decision to conceal a tax shelter in the first place. Hence, civil penalties must be set at a level 
that will probably exceed most facilitators' solvency if those penalties are to be effective. It is therefore consistent, not inconsistent, 
with Posner's theory that the criminal law is an appropriate and indeed efficient response to tax shelter activities. Under an 
exclusively civil penalty system, the appropriate penalty must always be so high that facilitators could never pay them and 
therefore would not be deterred. Hence, if criminal sanctions are appropriate only when the civil system cannot be, criminal 



sanctions are appropriate to tax shelter activities.  

Braithwaite's tonic for tax shelters is consistent, on a more sophisticated level, with the Journal's implicit economic theory 
solution.16 The tax code should legislate more prolifically and precisely if it wants to proscribe tax shelters of the sort currently 
under criminal indictment. Higher civil penalties and increased disclosure requirements, however, just won't work if it is economic 
theory we are consulting. There will always be the problem of concealment. Economic theory therefore requires a sufficiently 
harsh penalty that can actually be paid, and only the criminal justice system can deliver that blow. Damn-well indignation just won't 
do.  
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